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Abstract
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are a form of wireless networks which do not require a base station for
providing network connectivity. Many MANETs’ characteristics that distinguish MANETs from other wireless networks also make routing a challenging task. Cluster based routing is a MANET routing schemes in
which various clusters of mobile nodes are formed with each cluster having its own clusterhead which is responsible for routing among clusters. In this paper we propose and implement a distributed weighted clustering algorithm for MANETs. This approach is based on combined weight metric that takes into account
several system parameters like the node degree, transmission range, energy and mobility of the nodes. We
have evaluated the performance of the proposed scheme through simulation in various network situations.
Simulation results show that improved distributed weighted clustering algorithm (DWCAIMP) outperforms
the original distributed weighted clustering algorithm (DWCA).
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1. Introduction
MANETs are a form of wireless networks which do not
require a base station for providing network connectivity.
In this networking concept, mobile devices form a temporary community without any planned installation, or
human intervention. Each node acts as a host and a router
at the same time. This means that each node participating
in a MANET commits itself to forward data packets from
a neighboring node to another until a final destination is
reached. Mobile ad-hoc networks have many characteristics which distinguish them from other wireless networks.
These factors are: no fixed network infrastructure, dynamic network configuration, node mobility and frequent
node failure, low battery power, etc., which make routing
in MANETs quite a challenging task. Various routing
protocols have been proposed for MANETs with varying
performance in different network conditions [1].
Cluster based routing is one of the routing schemes for
MANETs in which various clusters of mobile nodes are
formed with each cluster having its own clusterhead
which is responsible for routing between clusters. ClusCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

tering of nodes saves energy and communication bandwidth in ad-hoc networks.
In this paper we discuss distributed weighted clustering algorithm (DWCA) [2]. This approach is based on
combined weight metric that takes into account several
system parameters like the ideal node degree, transmission range, energy and mobility of the nodes. Depending
on specific applications some of these parameters can be
used in the metric to determine the clusterhead. However
more clusterheads lead to extra number of hops for a
packet when it is to be routed from source to destination.
On the other hand we can choose to have minimum
number of clusterheads to maximize the resource utilization. Various parameters and their respective weights can
be determined to arrive at an efficient weighted cluster
based routing scheme.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give background information of MANETs and
cluster based routing schemes. We have described proposed algorithm in Section 3. Performance evaluation
and comparison bia simulation is presented in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and talks about
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future work.

2. Background and Related Work
2.1. Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are a form of wireless networks which do not require a base station for
providing network connectivity. It defines simple mechanisms which enable mobile devices to form a temporary
community without any planned installation, or human
intervention. Each node acts as a host and a router at the
same time. This means that each node participating in a
MANET commits itself to forward data packets from a
neighboring node to another until a final destination is
reached. In other words, the survival of a MANET relies
on the cooperation between its participating members.
MANETs have many advantages like low cost, on the fly
deployment, etc [3].

2.2. Routing in MANETs
Routing is a very challenging task in mobile ad hoc networks due to their peculiar characteristics like dynamic
mobility, frequent disconnections, low bandwidth, low
battery power, etc. Hence traditional routing protocols
like RIP [4] cannot be used in mobile ad hoc networks.
Various routing protocol schemes have been proposed
for mobile ad hoc networks like table driven, source initiated on demand etc. and protocols like AODV [1],
DSDV [5], DSR [6], ZRP [7], etc.

2.3. Cluster Based Routing
One of the major problems of routing schemes in MANETs is the reduction of routing and other control information overheads required for an autonomous organization in the face of node mobility. Cluster based
routing scheme provides a solution to this problem by
organizing the nodes into clusters to reduce communication overhead. Thus a virtual network infrastructure is
created which resembles fixed network infrastructure.
This is crucial for scalability of media access protocols,
routing protocols and the security infrastructure besides
the advantage of reducing communication and control
overheads due to pre determined paths of communication
through clusterheads. One node from each cluster acts as
clusterhead. A clusterhead does all the resource allocation to all nodes belonging to its cluster e.g. CBRP [8].
Some of the major issues to be handled by a cluster
based routing protocol is the division of a dynamic mobile network into clusters and determination of clusterheads for each cluster in the face of highly dynamic and
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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unstable nature of MANETs [9].
Various cluster based routing schemes have been proposed in the literature. Some examples are:
1) Highest Degree Heuristic: The Highest Degree heuristic uses the degree of a node as a metric for the selection of clusterheads. The degree of a node is the number
of neighbor nodes. The node with maximum degree is
chosen as a clusterhead. Any tie is broken by the node
identifiers. In this scheme, as the number of ordinary
nodes in a cluster is increased, the throughput drops and
system performance degrades [10].
2) Lowest ID Heuristic: The Lowest Identifier algorithm chooses the node with the minimum identifier (ID)
as a clusterhead. The system performance is better than
Highest Degree heuristic in terms of throughput [10].
However, since this heuristic is biased to choose nodes
with smaller IDs as clusterheads, those nodes with
smaller IDs suffer from the battery drainage, resulting
short lifetime span of the system.
3) Distributed Clustering Algorithm: The Distributed
Clustering Algorithm is a modified version of the Lowest
Identifier algorithm. For each cluster, it chooses a node
with locally lowest ID among all the neighbour nodes as
a clusterhead. Every node can determine its cluster and
transmits only one message during the algorithm [11].
Since it uses node ID for the selection of clusterheads, it
inherits the drawbacks of the Lowest Identifier heuristic.
4) Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA): The WCA
is based on the use of a combined weight metric that
takes into account several system parameters like the
node-degree, distances with all its neighbors, node speed
and the time spent as a clusterhead. Each node obtains
the weight values of all other nodes and information of
other clusterheads in the system through rebroadcasting.
As a result, the overhead induced by WCA is very high.
If a node moves into a region that is not covered by any
clusterhead, then the cluster set-up procedure is invoked
throughout the whole system. This leads to overheads
[10,12].
5) Distributed Weighted Clustering Algorithm: This
algorithm is an enhanced version of WCA to achieve
distributed clustering set up and to extend lifetime span
of the system. This algorithm differs from WCA in
which it localizes configuration and reconfiguration of
clusters and poses restriction on the power requirement
on the clusterheads. This algorithm provides better performance than WCA in terms of the number of reaffiliations, end-to-end throughput, overheads during the initial
clustering set up phase, and the minimum lifespan of
nodes [13].
6) Distributed Score Based Clustering Algorithm: In
Distributed Score Based Clustering Algorithm (DSBCA)
various important parameters for cluster heads selection
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are considered. These parameters are battery remaining,
number of neighbors, number of members and stability
of node. Each node calculates its score by using a formula that considers all the above parameters which is
used in selection of clusterhead. This algorithm performs
better than weighted clustering algorithm (WCA) and
distributed weighted clustering algorithm (DWCA) [2].
Some other cluster based routing schemes have been
given in [14-18].

ample, if a node is to move in east direction, its position
will change as
x  x  1; y  y  0;

3. Proposed Algorithm

Cluster maintenance is required when a node moves out
of the range of its clusterhead, if a new node is added or
the clusterhead fails. First case has been discussed earlier
in the mobility handling section. In case a new node is
added, it calculates its weight as discussed earlier. However, even if its weight is more than the clusterhead, it
does not immediately become the clusterhead and instead
chooses the current clusterhead its clusterhead. This is to
reduce unnecessary overhead in selection of the clusterhead each time a new node is added. In case the clusterhead fails, the nodes attached to that clusterhead recalculate their weights and select new clusterhead with the
maximum weight.

In this section we present an improved distributed
weighted clustering algorithm (DWCAIMP). This algorithm can be divided into three phases described as follows.

3.1. Cluster Formation
Initially each node is assigned a random ID value. It
broadcasts its ID value to its neighbours and builds its
neighbourhood table. Each node calculates its own
weight based on the following factors:
 Node connectivity: The number of nodes that can
communicate directly with the given node i.e. that
are in its transmission range.
 Battery Power: The power currently left in each
node. The energy is consumed by sending and receiving of messages.
 Mobility: Running average of speed of each node.
If mobility is less, the node is more suitable to become clusterhead.
 Distance: Sum of distance of the node from all its
neighbours.
After finding its own weight, each node broadcasts its
weight to its neighbours. If it has maximum weight
among its neighbours, it sets the clhead variable to 1,
otherwise, the clhead variable is set to 0. The node with
maximum weight broadcasts clhead message to other
nodes. On receiving a clhead message, a node checks all
the nodes from which it receives clhead message. The
node with maximum weight becomes the clusterhead of
that node. A node sends a unicast message to the clusterheads.

3.2. Mobility
Then we assign a random value between 0 and 1 to each
node and a threshold value is taken. If the random value
assigned to the node is greater than threshold value, the
node becomes mobile, otherwise it remains stationary.
When a node moves from one position to other in the
random manner, its x and y parameters change. For exCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

The direction and the duration the node moves in a
particular direction is random. On reaching new destination, it joins the nearest clusterhead.

3.3. Cluster Maintenance

3.4. The Algorithm
The algorithm is described as follows:
3.4.1. Weight Calculation Algorithm
1) Find connectivity c for each node which is the number
of neighbours of each node.
2) Find the energy remaining, e for each node.
3) Compute the mobility M for each node which is the
running average of the speed until the current time t.
Mv 
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 X t  X t 1 

2
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1) Compute the sum of distances with all its neighbours,
d for each node.
2) Calculate the combined weight W as
W  w1  c  w2  e  w3  M  w4  d

3.4.2. Clusterhead Selection Algorithm
1) Each node finds its neighbours and builds its neighbourhood table.
2) Each node calculates its weight by calling the weight calculation algorithm given above.
3) Each node broadcasts its weight to its neighbours. If
it has maximum weight among its neighbours, it sets the
clhead variable to 1, otherwise, the clhead variable is set
to 0.
4) The node with maximum weight broadcasts clhead
message to other nodes.
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5) On receiving a clhead message a node checks all
the nodes from which it receives clhead message. The
node with maximum weight becomes the clusterhead of
that node.
6) Then we assign a random value between 0 and 1 to
each node and a threshold is taken.
7) If the random value assigned to the node is greater
than threshold value, then set mobile = 1, otherwise 0.
8) If for a node clhead = 1, then set mobile = 0.
9) If mobile = 1, set value of direction randomly. Increment or decrement the value of x and y depending
upon the direction to show mobility.
10) In case a new node is added, it calculates its
weight by calling weight calculation algorithm and repeats steps 3, 4 and 5.
11) In case clusterhead fails, the algorithm is repeated.
The flowchart for the above algorithm is given in
Figure 1.

4. Simulation and Performance Analysis
In this section we present the performance of the proposed algorithm (DWCAIMP) obtained by simulation
using Omnet++. The measured performance of the proposed algorithm was compared with that of DWCA.
The mobile network model assumed in this project
consists of random number of mobile nodes with each
node having fixed energy and random mobility. The
number of nodes can be determined initially. The transmission range of each node can also be specified and
each node can pass messages to all the nodes in its
transmission range. The mobility has been provided by
assigning a random value to each node. If the value of
random number is greater than some specified value then
the node is mobile otherwise it is stationary. A mobile
node moves to some random direction for random interval and then changes its direction to a new random location. New nodes can also randomly be added to the network. Further each node starts with some energy and its
energy decreases each time it passes a message. A node
fails if its whole energy has been consumed. A failed
node is represented as a black node. The network model
is shown in the Figure 2.

4.1. Number of Clusterheads Formed vs Number
of Nodes
Figure 3 depicts the average number of clusters formed
with respect to the total number of nodes in the MANET.
As the node density increases, our algorithm produces
constantly less clusters in comparison with the original
algorithm. As a result, our algorithm gives better performance in terms of the number of clusters when the
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 1. Algorithm flowchart.
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Figure 2. Network model.

head increased as the number of nodes increases. Each
node independently chose one of its neighbors with the
highest score to be its cluster head and thus the cluster
head selection was performed in a distributed manner
with most recently gathered information of current state
of the neighbors.

4.3. Number of Reaffiliations vs Number of
Nodes

Figure 3. Number of clusterheads vs number of nodes.

node density and node mobility in the network are high.

Figure 5 describes the number of reaffilations that are
done when a node becomes mobile. The nodes become
mobile at a random value so this criteria is rather more
for self evaluation. The purpose of this factor is that the
reaffilations must not exceed the factor which increases
network overhead and fails the meaning of clustering
process.

4.2. Number of Control Messages vs Number of
Nodes

4.4. Energy Left vs Number of Nodes

Figure 4 shows the overhead of packets generated per
node during the initial clustering set up phase. The over

Figure 6 shows the total remaining energy in the network. Initial energy is the total energy of all the nodes.

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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creases and thus the energy consumed also increases.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 4. Number of control messages vs number of nodes.

In this paper we have proposed a distributed weighted
clustering algorithm by making some modifications and
improvements on existing algorithms discussed in [2,13].
As demonstrated, our algorithm reduces the clusterhead
formation and control messages overhead thus improving
overall performance and reducing energy utilization.
Since energy utilization is the most important criteria in
cluster based routing schemes, our protocol provides
better results than existing distributed clustering algorithm.
In the future, some new parameters can be added into
weight computation of nodes so as to give even better
performance. Also, in this algorithm, the clusterhead
selection is limited to single hop neighbors. This protocol
can be extended to include multi-hop or k-hop neighbors.
Since, the protocol has been tested on simulation environment, it can be implemented in a real ad-hoc system
to evaluate its performance in real world scenarios.
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